Speak Out Now! At Alta Bates 1-30-2017
Survey Says…

Getting Past Our Programming

Sometimes Alta Bates management offers a
survey where they ask questions about workload.
Unfortunately they don't have all of the necessary
options to respond to the questionnaire. Here are
some suggested responses that they might want to
include in the future:

In our careers there is always an implied threat that
you can be replaced. So what are we programmed to
do? Go along with the program. Work through your
breaks. Don't call in sick. Be on time means be ten
minutes early. Don't question any disciplinary
measures.

Q: How would you describe the workload at Alta
Bates?
a. Bursting at the seams.
b. Impossible.
c. Crazy-making.
d. Management doesn't care anyway, I'm
not answering.

Do you think we got any rights by going along
with the program? Union rights? Civil rights?
Women's rights? Any rights? No! It's time we get
past our programming.

Round and Around and Around
Recently management has asked nurses to do
“hourly rounding”, checking on patients once an
hour on the hour. On top of everything else now,
nurses are supposed to run around checking on
patients who are perfectly able to push the call
button when needed. How stupid is this! That's the
problem with management – they push nurses
around an around instead of fixing the real problem
– staffing.

Simple Math
For all of their supposed smarts, management can't
seem to do simple math. A recent report said that
Alta Bates paid $160,000 in overtime in L&D and
Antepartem departments last year. That's the salary
of two new nurses! Hey Alta Bates management, do
the math and do what's needed – hire some nurses
and decrease the workload! If you have trouble with
the simple math, ask any ten year old.

WE ARE BACK!
Speak Out Now! Is back after a
short break. The newsletter
appears every two weeks.
Come Talk to Us:
We will be at Alta Bates
Tuesday 6:30am-8:00am and 2:30pm-4:00pm

Everyone Should Resist
No matter who you are – American, Chinese,
African, Middle Eastern, we all live on the same
planet. And now the politicians headed by Trump
are driving us over the cliff. It doesn't doesn't matter
who you are, everybody should resist!

Being a Target
When a boss finds reason to point you out to the
rest of your co-workers, what they are really trying
to do is divide people so they won't get together. It
is a way to control workers with fear and bullying.
We need to pull together, show our solidarity, and
stand up to the bullying by not letting it divide us.
Remember, an injury to one is an injury to all.

